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ABSTRACT: Dividing wall columns are intensified process equipment with the capacity of reducing both capital and operational costs
for a given vapor−liquid separation, when compared with conventional distillation sequences. For some kinds of mixtures, distillation
systems with two dividing walls have been theoretically proved to present lower energy requirements and lower total annual costs than
systems with a single dividing wall. Nevertheless, the use of an additional wall may lead to operational issues on the column, because of
the more complex arrangement of the walls on the trays of the columns, where additional split of the vapor and liquid streams is
expected. Thus, in this work the open-loop properties (minimum singular value and condition number) for the double dividing wall
column are studied and compared with those of the dividing wall column for a wide range of frequencies, in order to determinate if the
use of additional dividing walls may lead to potential control problems. It has been found that both systems show similar dynamic
performance, with advantages for the double dividing wall column for mixtures with low composition of the middle-boiling component.

1. INTRODUCTION

Distillation is one of the most used separation methods in
the chemical industry, mainly because of its relative simplicity
and the existent knowledge about its design and performance.
The main disadvantage of this separation process relies on its
high energy requirements to achieve the desired purification. The
costs related with satisfying such energy requirements represent
the higher contribution to the total annual cost of a distillation
column.1 In order to reduce energy requirements in distillation
sequences, complex structures, known as thermally coupled
distillation sequences, have been developed. Thermally coupled
sequences take advantage of the zones with a maximum on the
composition of the middle-boiling component, using vapor and
liquid interconnection streams, which allows heat transfer by
direct contact between the internal streams of the columns, then
reducing the required number of condensers and/or reboilers.
For proper flow rates of the interlinking streams, these systems
can produce important energy savings when compared with con-
ventional distillation sequences. Among the thermally coupled
distillation sequences for ternary mixtures, one of the most
studied systems is known as the Petlyuk column.2−5 It has been
reported that this distillation system allows energy savings up to
50% over conventional schemes.6−8 Nevertheless, the Petlyuk
column shows operational issues due to the differences in the
pressure profiles between the prefractionator and the main
column. Thus, for its practical implementation, a thermodynami-
cally equivalent system is used, known as a dividing wall column
(DWC, Figure 1a). Dividing wall columns maintain the low
energy requirements of the Petlyuk column, and additionally, the
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Figure 1.Dividing wall systems and their thermodynamically equivalent
Petlyuk-like columns: (a) single dividing wall column; (b) double
dividing wall column.
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DWC presents lower capital costs (since the separation occurs in
a single shell), due to less plot area, shorter piping, and less
electrical runs being required; furthermore, a smaller flare system
is necessary because of the lower heat input and smaller fire-case
surface.9 It has been reported that, by isolating the dividing wall,
additional energy savings of 10% can be achieved.10 The use of
dividing wall columns in the industry has been growing in the
last few years, with BASF AG, M.W. Kellog, Sasol, and other
companies as their main users.11,12

As a way to further reduce the energy requirements for the
separation of ternary mixtures, allowing a better match in the
compositions of the interlinking stages of the DWC, Kim13 has
proposed an alternative scheme; this scheme implies the use
of two dividing walls in a single shell (DDWC), which
thermodynamically equivalent system is a Petlyuk-like system
with a prefractionator and a postfractionator (Figure 1b).
Goḿez-Castro et al.14,15 have reported the steady-state analysis
of DWC and DDWC, by using stochastic optimization methods
for the design and optimization of the distillation schemes. The
authors report that theDDWC shows lower energy requirements
than the DWC, for a mixture with a low concentration of the
middle-boiling component. Ruiz-Marin et al.16 report that the
use of a posfractionator (i.e., the second dividing wall) provides
improvement over the Petlyuk column only for mixtures with an
ESI value lower than 1. Goḿez-Castro et al.15 present a Pareto
front of optimal solutions to the design and optimization
problem of DWC and DDWC, reporting a strategy for the
calculation of the required diameter for the DDWC, based on the
distribution of the vapor flows. Olujic et al.17 presented a strategy
for dimensioning multiple dividing wall columns for the
separation of mixtures with four components.
An important characteristic of any process equipment is its

dynamic performance. In terms of operability, a system which
better absorbs the possible perturbations on its variables is
preferable, because a lower control effort is required to stabilize it
into its set point or to change it to a new set point. For the DWC,

there are many studies dealing with the analysis of the dynamic
response for such a thermally coupled system. Contrary to what
may be inferred from the complex structure of the DWC system,
it has been proved that the controllability of the DWC does not
differ considerably and can be even better than that of conven-
tional distillation sequences.18−21 Halvorsen and Skogestad22

established five manipulated variables for a DWC, which are the
reflux ratio, the reboiler duty, the side stream flow rate, and the
interlinking vapor and liquid flow rates, translated as the splits for

Table 1. Mixtures under Analysis

mixture components feed composition
base purity

(top/side/bottom)

M1 n-pentane, n-hexane,
n-heptane

0.40/0.20/0.40 0.987/0.98/0.986

M2 methyl formate,
methanol,
n-butanol

0.06/0.913/0.027 0.986/0.9997/0.983

Table 2. Design Variables for Selected Cases from Pareto
Front

M1, DWC
M1,

DDWC M2, DWC
M2,

DDWC

no. stages (main
column)

51 45 59 57

stages for
prefractionator

14−27 13−26 28−39 37−43

stages for
postfractionator

14−24 33−45

reflux ratio 8.53 4.25 24.1 31.0
heat duty (kJ/h) 4,592,029 2,658,030 4,301,501 5,216,773
interlinking liquid
flow rate (kmol/h)

21.9 17.0/27.4 5.1 8.8/123.9

interlinking vapor
flow rate (kmol/h)

33.8 31.5/20.9 33.9 47.9/96.5

side stream flow rate
(kmol/h)

8.7 8.7 91.2 91.2

Figure 2. Energy requirements for the selected cases, with Q in MJ/h:
(a) M1, DWC; (b) M1, DDWC; (c) M2, DWC; (d) M2, DDWC.
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both interlinking streams. Serra et al.23 reported that the
controllability of the DWC may be improved when working at a
point out of the optimal steady-state condition. For the closed-
loop control of DWC, different alternative schemes have been
proposed,24−32 mainly varying the coupled pairs of manipulated/
controlled variables. In a recent study, Niggemann et al.33

presented a model for the analysis of the start-up of dividing
wall columns. Model predictive control has also been used for
dividing wall columns.34 Martinez-Cisneros et al.35 presented an

analysis of the dynamic properties for alternative schemes to
the Petlyuk column, including a Petlyuk-like system with a
postfractionator. They report that the system with a post-
fractionator presents better open-loop properties than the
Petlyuk column, together with low values for the integral
absolute error (IAE) when analyzed in a closed-loop study.
Almost all the aforementioned works deal with the controllability
of the dividing wall column. Nevertheless, to the authors’
knowledge, there are only a few works reporting the effect of

Table 3. Matrix of Transfer Functions for DWC, Case S1 (M1)

Table 4. Matrix of Transfer Functions for DDWC, Case S1 (M1)

Figure 3. (a)Minimum singular value for DWC,M1; (b) zoom-in to the
low frequency region.

Figure 4. (a) Minimum singular value for DDWC, M1; (b) zoom-in to
the low frequency region.
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using multiple dividing walls on the dynamic properties of the
dividing wall columns.14,35 In these previous works, just a single
design for each separation alternative is analyzed.
In this paper, an open-loop analysis is presented for both

dividing wall systems, aiming to determine dynamic properties
(minimum singular value and condition number) which may
be helpful to predict potential controllability problems of the
studied systems. The analysis is applied to a set of different
Pareto points (optimal designs) for each system (DWC and
DDWC), allowing evaluation of the dynamic properties in
designs with different compromises between the optimization
variables. According to the results, DWC and DDWC show
similar dynamic performances when low frequency regions are
considered. Nevertheless, for high frequencies, DDWC has
better open-loop properties when mixtures with low quantities
of the middle-boiling component are separated. When a mixture
with high quantities of the middle-boiling component is
analyzed, DWC shows better open-loop properties than the
DDWC.

2. ANALYSIS OF DYNAMIC PROPERTIES
Singular value decomposition (SVD) has been used as a tool
to determine dynamic properties for the systems under analysis.
To perform such a study, open-loop responses to perturbations
on themain variables of the columns are obtained by using Aspen
Dynamics. To do this analysis, steady-state simulations were
exported to Aspen Dynamics as flow-driven simulations. Then,
manipulated variables are perturbed, one at a time, by 5% of the
steady-state value, and the responses of the measured variables

are obtained until a new steady-state is achieved for all those
variables. This procedure is repeated for all the manipulated
variables. For both schemes, DWC and DDWC, the measured
and manipulated variables are the same: reflux ratio, side stream
flow rate, and reboiler duty as manipulated variables; and purity
of top product, purity of side product, and purity of bottom
product, respectively, as measured variables. Once the dynamic
responses have been obtained, they are adjusted to transfer
functions and ordered in a matrix; then, SVD is applied to the
resultant matrix of transfer functions for each case under study,
programming the matrix in MATLAB and using the SVD tool
available in the same software. SVD is a technique in which a
matrixG is separated in three different matrixes VΣWH, where V
is a matrix of left singular vectors,WH is a matrix of right singular
vectors, and Σ is the matrix of singular values. The elements on
the diagonal of Σ are scalar, known as singular values. The lower
of the singular values is known as the minimum singular value
(σ*), and it is a measurement of the potential difficulties which
may show a dynamic systemwhen a closed-loop feedback control
system is implemented. Another important value obtained from
SVD is the condition number, γ, which is defined as follows:

γ σ σ= */ (1)

where σ* is the highest of the singular values. Condition number is
a measurement of the sensibility of the system to uncertainties on
the parameter of the model. Minimum singular value and condi-
tion number are useful values for comparison between different
dynamic systems, since the scheme with the highest minimum
singular value and the lowest condition number is expected to show
better closed-loop properties among the compared alternatives.

Figure 5. (a) Condition number for DWC, M1; (b) zoom-in to the low
frequency region.

Figure 6. (a) Condition number for DDWC, M1; (b) zoom-in to the
low frequency region.
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3. CASE OF STUDY
The separation of two ternary mixtures in DWC and DDWC
schemes is considered. The analyzed mixtures are taken from
a previous work15 and are presented in Table 1. Mixture M1
consists of a hydrocarbon mixture with a low composition of the
middle-boiling component. Mixture M2 consists of an alcohol
mixture with a very high composition of the middle-boiling
component. Themolar feed flow rate is 45.35 kmol/h for mixture
M1 and 100 kmol/h for mixture M2. The designs considered for
this study have been previously obtained by a genetic algorithm
linked to the process simulator Aspen Plus. To obtain a quicker
convergence of the optimization algorithm, artificial neural
networks have been used. For further details of the design and
optimization methodology, please consult the work of Goḿez-
Castro et al.15 The open-loop analysis considers the ten designs
from the Pareto fronts with the lower energy requirements from
the work of Gomez-Castro et al.,15 identified in this work as S1
(the first design appearing in the Pareto front), S2 (the second
design appearing in the Pareto front), and so on. For illustrative
purposes, in Table 2 the design parameters for the S1 designs
for each Pareto front are shown. Energy requirements for all
the studied systems are presented in Figure 2. A considerable
dispersion can be observed for the mixture M2, because of the
difficulty to separate a mixture with such a high composition of
the middle-boiling component.

4. RESULTS
Results for the open-loop analysis will be presented in this
section. As an example of transfer functionmatrices, Tables 3 and
4 show such matrices for the cases S1 of DWC and DDWC,

Figure 7. Comparison between dynamic properties of DWC and
DDWC (M1): (a) Minimum singular value; (b) Condition number.

Figure 8. (a)Minimum singular value for DWC,M2; (b) zoom-in to the
low frequency region.

Figure 9. (a) Minimum singular value for DDWC, M2; (b) zoom-in to
the low frequency region.
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respectively, when separating mixture M1. In Tables 3 and 4, R
represents a perturbation in reflux ratio, S a disturbance in side
stream flow rate, and Q a perturbation in heat duty; while NC5,
NC6, and NC7 stand for n-pentane, n-hexane, and n-heptane,
respectively. The minimum singular value for a wide range of
frequency is shown in Figure 3a for the separation of M1 in a
DWC. Since the values of σ* are quite similar for the different
optimum designs obtained from the Pareto front, a zoom to the
region of low frequency is presented in Figure 3b. In Figure 4,
minimum singular values for the separation of M1 with a DDWC
are presented. It can be seen that, for DWC, the values of σ* for
the design S1 differ considerably from the minimum singular
values for the other DWC designs. This does not occur with the
DDWC, with most of the trajectories for σ* being considerably
similar. For the DWC, the cases S2, S5, and S6 show the highest
minimum singular number for almost all the low frequency
region. It is important to observe that design S2 has the lowest
heat duty for the DWC analyzed cases for mixture M1. For
DDWC, the case with the highest number of condition is S5,
which also corresponds to the case with the lowest heat duty.
In Figure 5, obtained values for condition number are presented
for DWC, while in Figure 6 the values of γ are shown for DDWC.
A similar performance can be observed for the condition
number of DWC and DDWC at low frequencies. For a better
comparison, values of σ* and γ are presented in Figure 7 for the
first five designs of DWC and the first five designs of DDWC.
It can be seen that the design DWE-S1 has a considerably low
minimum singular value and a high condition number when
compared to the other designs; thus, this is the worst alternative
in terms of dynamic properties. Most of the other designs present

similar dynamic properties at low frequencies, but when
frequency becomes higher, an important increase in condition
number can be observed for DWC systems, which does not occur
with the DDWC schemes.
Now results of mixtureM2 will be discussed. In Figure 8 values

of σ* are presented for the designs of DWC systems. In Figure 9
values of minimum singular values are shown for DDWC.
From Figure 8, it can be seen that, for the mixture with a high
composition of the middle-boiling component, the last cases for
DWC show low values of σ*, and the case with the lowest heat
duty has values of σ* in the middle region of the plot. Cases S4,
S5, and S6 show the highest minimum singular values, with those
designs having intermediate values for heat duty. For DDWC, it
can be observed that design S1 presents the lowest values for σ*
at the region of low frequencies, while designs S9 and S6 have
the highest minimum singular values. In Figures 10 and 11 the
condition number is shown for DWC and DDWC, respectively.
Similar trends to those observed for σ* occur for condition
number. The last designs of DWC show the highest condition
number, and the DDWC design with the lowest heat duty
presents high condition numbers at low frequencies. Finally, in
Figure 12 a comparison between the first five designs in the
Pareto front is presented for DWC and DDWC. It can be seen
that the designs with better dynamic properties correspond to
DWC systems, in particular to the cases S4 and S5.
From the results obtained, it can be seen that, for the

separation of mixtures with low feed composition of the middle-
boiling component, theDDWC shows the lowest energy require-
ments and better open-loop properties (and thus, potential for
a better controllability) than the DWC. Furthermore, for that

Figure 10. (a) Condition number for DWC,M2; (b) zoom-in to the low
frequency region.

Figure 11. (a) Condition number for DDWC, M2; (b) zoom-in to the
low frequency region.
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mixture it has been observed that the DDWC design with the
lowest heat duty from the Pareto front has the better dynamic
properties. For a mixture with a high feed composition of the
middle-boiling component, it has been observed that the DWC
shows the lowest energy requirements and better dynamic
properties than the DDWC. Particularly, the DWC designs with
an intermediate heat duty show the better open-loop properties.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Dynamic properties for distillation columns with one and two
dividing walls have been studied. The effect of the feed
composition on the open-loop properties has been analyzed.
For a mixture with a low composition of the middle-boiling
component, it has been observed that minimum singular values
and condition numbers follow a similar performance in the
low frequency region for both DWC and DDWC systems.
Nevertheless, for a high frequency region, DDWC shows better
open-loop parameters. Thus, for this mixture DDWC appears
to be the best alternative in terms of open-loop properties
and energy requirements. In the case of the mixture with high
composition of the middle-boiling component, the opposite
occurs, and the DWC is the best alternative in terms of open-loop
properties and also in terms of energy requirements.
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